Maia 94.426 Release Notes
No subsystem
IDEA-52386 (Feature)

Better top-level class detection for stubs generation

IDEA-50618 (Cosmetics)

Correct grammar in plugin description

IDEA-52084 (Bug)

File Template glitches.

IDEA-52256 (Bug)

"Submit Performance Report" action fails on Mac OSX/custom idea.log.path

IDEA-24562 (Bug)

Quick documentation shows line break after parameter annotation

IDEA-23739 (Bug)

Quick JavaDoc confused by @code inline tag

IDEA-42152 (Bug)

Opening different project makes the font in documentation lookup smaller

IDEA-52370 (Bug)

Problems injecting HTML into HTML

IDEA-52291 (Bug)

False syntax error flagged in Java regular expression, "Redundant group nesting"

IDEA-51919 (Bug)

reformatting will apply on whole project!

IDEA-52280 (Bug)

New in IDEA 9: hangs for 20-30 seconds when regaining focus

IDEA-52324 (Bug)

Expand all in TODO list doesn't work

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-52288 (Feature)

ImplicitArrayToString inspection should work on System.out.printf() and String.format()

IDEA-11222 (Usability
Problem)

Improve usability of 'inspection quickfix submenu'

IDEA-15209 (Usability
Problem)

"Specify Inspection Scope" dialog: radio buttons should act as group (up/down key support)

IDEA-22281 (Bug)

Custom javadoc tags of form {@foo} are not recognized

IDEA-51965 (Bug)

Inspection "Overridden method call during object construction" eats memory

IDEA-52030 (Bug)

"Replace for-each loop with indexed for loop" can produce inefficient code.

IDEA-52135 (Bug)

@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") does not work for "Raw use of parameterized class X"

IDEA-52144 (Bug)

"Unused declaration": suppress warning for class uses outer class when applied on inner class

IDEA-47680 (Bug)

Javadoc problems inspection: highlighting for absent @return description could be improved

IDEA-52407 (Bug)

Quickfix 'add braces' for Control flow without braces throws exception

Unit Testing. JUnit
IDEA-24469 (Feature)

IDEA should report all failures reported by JUnit

IDEA-52351 (Bug)

JUnit runner "fails to fail" when org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender and Seam are used

Code Navigation
IDEA-39126 (Bug)

JavaDoc parse is wrong for enumerated declarations

IDEA-22915 (Bug)

{@inheritDoc} in generic param javadoc

JavaScript
IDEA-52054 (Bug)

StackOverflowError while editing JavaScript

IDEA-52271 (Bug)

Exception in Javascript file structure

IDEA-27045 (Bug)

Javascript editor breaking when doing some prototype templating

IDEA-52350 (Bug)

javascript comment parsing bug

Flex Support
IDEA-51693 (Feature)

Need an action to package AIR installation file (*.air)

IDEA-52057 (Bug)

JS pull up: remove 'overrides' modifier when pulling up to the interface

IDEA-52396 (Bug)

Good code red: Initializer type Vector.<foo.Bar> is not assignable to variable type Vector.<Bar>

IDEA-52122 (Bug)

spelling correction in ActionScript is broken

IDEA-52254 (Bug)

Unable to complete MXML-class name in skinClass property

IDEA-47992 (Bug)

'Comment line' action in mxml file may lead to unexpected result and exception

IDEA-48785 (Bug)

Flex: asdoc support: Ctrl-Q for element with the @inheritDoc comment should show the inherited
documentation

IDEA-52023 (Bug)

Highlight usages does not work for ActionScript in MXML Script block

IDEA-52295 (Performan
ce Problem)

Parallel compilation: Always recompiling and not breaking on error

IDEA-51797 (Bug)

Unused selector warning for inline CSS

IDEA-52178 (Bug)

Coercion of Object to XMLList is marked red

IDEA-26145 (Bug)

flex: "Unwrap.." selection behavior inconsistent with Java

Project
Configuration
IDEA-51887 (Bug)

Auto-fill JavaDoc URL

IDEA-27189 (Bug)

Artifact should have been renamed with all references if I change it's name

IDEA-27203 (Bug)

creating artifact break all web run configurations

IDEA-52070 (Bug)

Import from Eclipse does not work - displays "Unknown modules detected" and cannot build,
cannot find libraries

Project View
IDEA-52453 (Bug)

No Icon for .xsd files that are read locked in Project View

IDEA-25711 (Bug)

Tree view for custom scope is not updated immediately on class declaration changes

IDEA-19975 (Bug)

Unable to create new Java objects (classes, interfaces, packages, etc) in Favorites view

Android
IDEA-52068 (Bug)

Android, Completion: 'class' attribute values are duplicated in list of choices

Version Control
IDEA-51285 (Bug)

Local Changes Update should not prevent IDEA exit

Code Coverage
IDEA-46562 (Usability
Problem)

J2EE.Hibernate

Analyze->Code Coverage: Coverage Suites has no quickselection

IDEA-52472 (Bug)

Hibernate console: with partial results shown accordingly to "Result Set Page Size" Previous page
is enabled instead of Next page

Version Control.
TFS
IDEA-52492 (Bug)

TFS: CustomCheckinPolicies: no policies are evaluated for all projects if one of projects overrides
global options so that no policies are evaluated

IDEA-52476 (Bug)

TFS: CustomCheckinPolicies: consider policies configured in overriding project settings only if
globally policies are not evaluated

Refactoring
IDEA-40703 (Bug)

Refactor / Inline parameter: process the case where local class participates in the argument

IDEA-23984 (Bug)

Rename parameter does not work correctly if a parameter starts with the same letter as the
parameter prefix

IDEA-21328 (Bug)

Refactoring: "rename method" does not remember the state of "Search for text occurrences"
checkbox

IDEA-52195 (Bug)

Encapsulate field should move javadoc to newly created methods or ask

IDEA-52192 (Bug)

Type Migration fails to migrate RHS

IDEA-26029 (Bug)

Introduce Constant action may create private field in a new class and make code invalid (visibility
does not update)

IDEA-52377 (Bug)

Invalid method: PsiMethod when running Extract Class

IDEA-11833 (Bug)

Rename Inheritors can be a little smarter with naming conventions

IDEA-52164 (Bug)

Refactor / Inline parameter: assignment to local variable between its declaration and the call
causes the incompilable code

IDEA-52169 (Bug)

Refactor / Inline parameter: visibility limitations could raise a conflict

IDEA-52171 (Bug)

Refactor / Inline parameter: reference to static member moved to different class is incorrect in
case of "Replace with local variable" = On

IDEA-52170 (Bug)

Refactor / Inline parameter: moving non-static member access to static context could raise a
conflict

Version Control.
CVS
IDEA-52137 (Bug)

CVS: UpdateProject doesn't work for multiroot project with default VCS mapping

IDEA-52132 (Bug)

CVS: Repository/Incoming views show nothing for projects with versioned paths below project
root

CSS Editing
IDEA-52150 (Exception)

NPE at com.intellij.psi.css.CssSupportLoader.isInFileThatSupportsEmbeddedCss

GWT Support
IDEA-26990 (Bug)

?????

Documentation
IDEA-13126 (Usability
Problem)

Maven Integration

Quick documentation lookup (Ctrl+Q) problem

IDEA-21448 (Usability
Problem)

Add dependency should insert dependency at cursor (not the end of the dependencies)

IDEA-20803 (Usability
Problem)

Exclude output paths is not checked by default in project settings

IDEA-52167 (Bug)

94.273: Maven "provided" scope jars no longer appearing on test classpath

Editor. Intention
Actions
IDEA-52118 (Feature)

quick fix for javadoc: unresolved symbol

IDEA-52456 (Bug)

"Replace + with String.format() call" produces wrong format string with quoted char

IDEA-52457 (Bug)

"Replace + with .append() call" doesn't replace all + operators

J2EE.Web
IDEA-47253 (Bug)

"Cannot resolve servlet" warning is show only for html in web resource root

Version Control.
Perforce
IDEA-52071 (Exception)

NPE - PerforceManager.getServerVertionYear

Editor. Code
Completion
IDEA-23600 (Bug)

Java CodeCompletion does not show static methods on instances

Editor. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-31848 (Feature)

More intelligent i18n handling

IDEA-52205 (Bug)

Good code is red: ambiguous reference with valid single import

J2EE.EJB2
IDEA-52378 (Bug)

StackOverflowError attempting to open "Weblogic Server tab for an EJB

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-52333 (Bug)

Subversion: show 'authentication required' notification on attempt to create new branch

IDEA-52507 (Bug)

Subversion: Pending incoming changes aren't detected anymore

IDEA-51936 (Bug)

IntelliJ hangs on synchronize

IDEA-52201 (Bug)

svn credentials not remembered

Debugger
IDEA-36597 (Feature)

Autoboxing not used in Code Fragment Evaluation

IDEA-50234 (Usability
Problem)

Breakpoints configuration dialog shouldn't show tabs if only one breakpoint panel is registered

Editor. Editing
Text

IDEA-15609 (Feature)

Quick Javadoc for method should always display class

IDEA-52528 (Feature)

Please create vertical indent lines

IDEA-50343 (Usability
Problem)

Suggestion for create new class dialog: Up/Down in name field changes kind

IDEA-27211 (Bug)

IDEA 9 freezes while editing Groovy/Grails files and open project- oder grails-Tab

IDEA-51439 (Bug)

Live templates do not work in injected context

IDEA-51940 (Bug)

PSI error when deleting code block Similar to IDEA-48642 and IDEA-49000

J2EE.Spring
IDEA-27195 (Exception)

Exception when working with classes defined with AOP

IDEA-51315 (Exception)

ISE at com.intellij.aop.psi.AopPointcutExpressionFile.getAopModel

User Interface
IDEA-27757 (Feature)

Cannot copy text from Messages - Make dialog

IDEA-17941 (Usability
Problem)

Error message: The documentation for this element is not found.

IDEA-20370 (Usability
Problem)

Generate JavaDoc for specific Scope

IDEA-17650 (Usability
Problem)

Splash screen is too agressive on Linux

IDEA-52224 (Bug)

Changes Tool Window: Cannot Expand/Collapse Tree while Indices Are Being Built

IDEA-52223 (Bug)

TODO toolwindow shows items that have no todos in them

Groovy/Grails
IDEA-38524 (Feature)

Add quickfix to escalate inaccessible member visibility

IDEA-39961 (Feature)

Check access modifiers compatibility

IDEA-50789 (Usability
Problem)

Groovy: with search for property accessors usages every usage is reported three times

IDEA-50141 (Usability
Problem)

Running groovy class/script through Ctrl+Shift+F10 always runs newly created temporary run
configuration

IDEA-52183 (Bug)

If groovy library added to a project 'Method getMetaClass is not implemented' error will be shown
for existing Groovy classes

IDEA-51766 (Bug)

IDEA doesn't stop on breakpoints inside Gant targets

IDEA-25396 (Bug)

Code Fragment Evaluation, unable to evaluate static method calls when language is Groovy

IDEA-52366 (Bug)

Grails filters (residing in grails-app/conf) should be visible to source & test code

IDEA-51949 (Bug)

Grails: IDEA tries to collect dependencies for applications with Grails SDK version less than 1.2.0
configured

IDEA-52246 (Bug)

groovy control flow is still busted

IDEA-51638 (Bug)

Groovy Control Flow reporting many invalid warnings

IDEA-49723 (Bug)

Maia wants to check in grails plugins

IDEA-51934 (Bug)

Groovy constructor calls should be disambiguated by parameter count

IDEA-52012 (Bug)

'Select word' on Groovy method call name should first select name+argument list and only then
qualifier

IDEA-52410 (Bug)

Cannot compile project after updating from Groovy 1.7.0 to 1.7.1

IDEA-50010 (Bug)

Grails: hasErrors() method is not resolved in controller

IDEA-51903 (Bug)

Grails 1.2: 'Grails dependency configuration may be outdated, ...' info never disappears

IDEA-50587 (Exception)

ClassCastException at JavaCodeStyleManagerImpl.c() when accessing groovy property from java
code via getter

IDEA-26706 (Exception)

Exception when no type is specified for a dynamic property

SQL
IDEA-52527 (Exception)

NPE at CodeCompletionHandlerBase.doComplete() on basic completion in SQL console

